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Abstract—Firewall is a subject in form of hardware or software 
or both, which is use to protects a network from intrusion by outsiders. 
It is regulating the traffic that can pass through a router that connecting 
to the network infrastructure. It is preventing from unauthorized users 
to access the network whether from outside via the Internet or inside, 
Local Area Network (LAN) itself.  
Firewall system has many methods and techniques that imply and 
describes on each of their types or technologies. This paper had 
discussed about how all the methods in types of firewall functioning 
and give the advantages and disadvantages on decision making in a 
network security policy especially on using firewall system.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION  
Firewall is an important tool for network security 
perimeter because its use to prevent from any unauthorized 
users or subjects from internal or external of the network to 
make an intrusion to the computer network .It also refers to the 
any methods or technologies that had use to control incoming 
and outgoing network traffic for security purposes[1].  
 
Many different ways had used to control the traffic. 
Whether it is use hardware or software as a form to control the 
network traffic [2]. This paper will discuss on the general or 
basement of the technologies or methods that had setup in 
different types of firewall including its advantages and 
disadvantages. 
 
II. BASEMENT OF FIREWALLTECHNOLOGY 
The study had discusses on three technologies that 
involved in firewall system development. The three 
technologies are; (1) packet filtering, (2) dynamic packet 
inspection, and (3) application proxy. That three basic of 
method or process involved in firewall system today.  Each of 
the technology had an advantages and disadvantages. It also 
may be suitable for certain situation and production.  
 
III. PACKET FILTERING 
This is a first generation of the firewall technology. It has 
only done a basic function of the firewall system where it will 
check packet by packet in the network traffics. It’s doing 
checking on each network packets which passing through the 
networks and will decide whether to allows that network 
packets pass it or not[3]. All this happen will follow with the 
collection of rules that had configured on the firewall system. 
This packet-filtering firewall has two or more network 
ports that are know as a multi homed. In reality practices, this 
type of firewall need two network interface cards in a basic 
internal network or Local Area Network environment [4]. One 
network interface card will be use to make a connection to the 
internal network and another will be used to make a 
connection to the outside network or Internet.  
 
This type of firewall technology will do the job like traffic 
cop which directing packets and stop the mischief packets. 
Basic architecture of this firewall technology is state as in a 
following Figure 1. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.   Packet Filtering Firewall 
 
All the packets that incoming to the networks will be 
checks in detail by the packet filtering firewall. The firewall 
system wills checks basic information that resides in the 
packet such as source and destination address, source and 
destination port numbers, protocol and others that related. 
Then, a comparison will be making between information on 
the packets with the rules, which had configure on the firewall 
system. 
 
As an example in the firewall configuration, incoming ftp 
connections had been block on the usually used destination 
port in that application, port 21. Therefore, all the incoming 
packets through that port will be discarding. In other situation 
such as the firewall system allowed incoming web 
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connections, its destination port, port 80 must be open to allow 
the forwarding those packets.    
 
Combinations of the many rules like can do the 
configuration of rules in firewall system by allowing the Web 
connections but only for a particular server. In this case, the 
forwarding packets are allowing when the destination port and 
the destination address are match with the configured rule [5].  
 
Others in the configuration of rules for firewall system, it 
also provides to determine the action should be take if a packet 
arrives but it does not match the rule or did not have any 
definition on it. Normally this packet will be discarding for 
security purposes. So, to allow certain packets in the network 
traffic, make the right rules or configure it in the firewall 
system. 
 
Following is the several examples of rules that can be as a 
guideline to make a configuration on the firewalls. 
 
• On the private network site such as LAN, the packets 
from it must be allow if it is come from the internal 
addresses. If other packets, it will contain false 
header information. This rule is use to prevent your 
internal network users from launching attack based 
on spoofing their source address. It also prevents the 
crackers, which can use internal network to launching 
an attack. 
 
• On the public network site, all the packets will be 
only to intend to port 80. This rule will be allow 
incoming connections in form of web site but any 
connection should be allow if it is use same port with 
the web connection. It is not foolproof. 
 
• Do dropping for any incoming packets from the 
public network that have a source address inside your 
network to prevent from IP spoofing attacks. 
 
• Discard any packets that contain source routing 
information to prevent from source routing attacks. It 
is happen when the incoming packets have routing 
information that will take over the normal routing of 
the packets on the networks by passing existing 
security. 
 
A. Advantages and Disadvantages 
The advantages of the using this packet filtering firewall are - 
 
1. Simple process happens because of low-level control over 
each incoming and outgoing packet of the network. 
 
2. Do basic checking on each field in the IP packet such as 
the source address, destination address, protocol, port 
number and service type. The configured rules for 
filtering aspect will be applying based on that 
information. 
 
3. Packets can be identify and discard by doing spoofing the 
source IP addresses. 
 
4. All the traffic on the network must pass through the 
firewall. Then, it has become a sole source of access 
between the two networks. 
 
5. Normally, this packet filtering process is including in the 
routers. 
 
The disadvantages of using this packet filtering firewall are- 
 
1. Packet filtering firewall is more complicated and it is 
cause, difficult to set up the rules. It may cause missing 
setting up some necessary rules or miss configure the 
existing rules that make it become vulnerabilities in the 
firewall [6]. Therefore, suggestion to use graphical user 
interface (GUI) based configurations and using with very 
straightforward rule definitions or setting. 
 
2. Each of the open port that had used services like web 
connection, Telnet or others can be used for others 
transport for others application such as RealPlayer. This 
type of applications will do testing on the network within 
all the ports. Then, it will use the open port to executions 
its program. Normally, it uses port 80 because that port is 
open for web connection and access. 
 
3. In breaking the network, it is not just bypass the firewall 
but there is other way like dial in connection and others 
related. 
B. Sources of Packet Filtering 
This type of firewall technology is best applying to the 
smaller network within the low level of critical security. It has 
can be finding inside the several of operating systems, 
hardware based or software based.  
 
UNIX based Operating System (OS), Linux and BSD. 
 
In most of the UNIX based OS can be configure as a router 
or firewall. It had ability to set up the rules and acting as a 
packet filtering firewall. This implementation can be doing by 
using services such as ipfwadm, ipchains, iptables or others 
[7]. By using two network cards, it can set up as a simple 
firewall without needed additional hardware [8].  The 
limitation is its need a lot of understanding and doing more 
research and testing to configure and update.  
 
Software and hardware based routing. 
 
Usually software and hardware based routers can be 
configured as a basic packet filtering. Therefore, to make the 
router routing traffic between the Internet and internal 
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network, it should enable the packet filtering features with set 
up the rules.  
 
Windows Server based OS Routing and Remote Access 
Services. 
 
This is a build in services that had inside the windows 
server OS. It will provide routing services such as packet 
filtering and others. These features are valuable if the OS 
execute the Microsoft Proxy Server or window based proxy or 
other windows based packet-filtering firewall. Its have the 
same limitation as in the UNIX based OS.   
 
IV. DYNAMIC PACKET INSPECTION FIREWALL 
This type of firewall technology is use by keeping the track 
of the network connections and the packets that pass through 
it. Then, it will use as an additional set of criteria to make a 
decision whether to allow or deny the network’s traffic. It also 
uses the technology that applied in the packet filtering 
firewall. 
 
In the packet filtering firewall, it has no history of the past 
and the future as far as the firewall is concerned. The decisions 
will make based on the information inside the packets such as 
source address, destination address, port number and so on. In 
this technology, the packet is in stateless because of no 
information about its place in the flow of the information.  
 
In the dynamic packet inspection firewall, it will keep 
track information inside the packets and the packet’s state by 
recording all useful information, which can identify the 
packets like existing network connections, outgoing requests 
for data and others related.  
 
As an example, for incoming packet within the streaming 
video data, the firewall will record that information including 
the application and the IP address that sent out the request for 
streaming video to the source address sending the packet. If 
the address for incoming packet has a same address to the 
same system that made the request and the firewall has that 
matching, the packet will be allow to go through.   
 
Usually, it will block all the incoming traffic while 
allowing all the outgoing traffic. The firewall system will keep 
track of the internal request as it going out and all the requested 
incoming data is allow through until the connection is closed. 
However, it will block only for unsolicited incoming traffic. 
 
The configuration for this type of firewall will become 
more complicated if there is a server running inside it but this 
technology is more flexible and sophisticated. As an example 
for the configuration that allow incoming traffic on a certain 
port to be forwarded to the certain running server like Web 
server,  the firewall forwards incoming traffic on port 80 only 
to that specified web server. 
 
There are several additional services that this firewall 
system can be done such as redirect certain type of 
connections to the authentication services and block the 
network traffic that have certain type of data like incoming 
mail messages with executable program attached or web site 
that have ActiveX program [9]. 
 
Process of tracking the connection state is depending on 
the type of packets that passing through it such as 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) packets or User 
Datagram Protocol (UDP) packets. 
 
      TCP Packets. 
 
In an establishment connection of the TCP, it has packet’s 
SYN flag will identify the first packet that go through to the 
set up connection. 
 
Usually, the firewall will drop all the external connection 
attempts, unless a specific rule had been configuring to cover 
it. In situation of internal connection attempts to the external 
hosts, the firewall system will notify the connection packet 
and allow the responses and subsequent packets between the 
two systems until the connection is down [10]. 
 
The firewall system will allows the incoming packet that 
go trough it if it corresponds to an existing connection 
configuration in this way. 
   
      UDP Packets. 
 
UDP packet is simpler than TCP packets because in the 
contents of this packet, it does not have any connection or 
sequence information. It is only having the source address, the 
destination, a check sum and the data being carrying. 
 
Firewall system will difficult to determine UDP packet’s 
validity because of no connection is open to rely on as a test 
for incoming packets whether to allow it or not. Then, it can 
determine that packets if the firewall system keeps track the 
state of those packets. So, incoming packet within its 
addresses had being used and its protocol UDP match with an 
outgoing connection request, the packet will be allowed in the 
network  There is no incoming UDP packets are allowed 
unless it using configured rules to handle it or it corresponds 
to any others outgoing request. It does happen too for other 
types of packet. The firewall systems need to track outgoing 
requests in very carefully. It also needs to record the important 
information such as the addresses, protocols and packet types 
used. Lastly, it needs to check that saved information against 
the incoming packets to ensure that packets are really request. 
A. Advantages and Disadvantages 
Following is the advantages of the dynamic inspection 
packet firewall: - 
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1. Firewall system do checking on each field in the IP packet 
like the source address, destination address, protocol 
(TCP, UDP and others), port number and service type 
(Telnet, FTP and others). The rules that used for filtering 
will be applying based on that information. 
2. It able to identify packets by spoofing the source IP 
addresses. 
3. All the traffic must pass through this firewall. Therefore, 
it is a sole source of access between the two of the 
networks. It is difficult to get around. 
4. It able to determine the state of a packet based on 
application information and previous communications. As 
an example in application information, it is allowing the 
previous authentication’s connection to continue 
communicate with the authorized services. As an example 
in previous communications is in Telnet connection, it 
will allow a return Telnet packet that has already been 
configure. 
5. It logs in all detailed information according to every each 
packet that passes through the network. All this 
information had used by firewall to determine the state of 
the packet can be logged like duration of the packets, 
external system making the connection request, 
application requesting the packet and others related. 
 
There is only one disadvantage in dynamic inspection packet 
firewall. Its operation will make the overall process become 
slow down because of logging, testing and analyzing in the 
network connection. The network will become slower if it has 
more active’s connection at the same time or the firewall has 
applies more rules to filter the network traffic. As a solution 
for this problem, all the manufactures of that firewall needs to 
speed up their firewall by upgrade performance of the 
hardware site such as CPU speed and others related.   
B. Sources of Dynamic Packet Inspection 
There are too many sources of this firewall whether in for 
of hardware, software or mixed by other types of firewall 
technologies. Three conditions that had applied this firewall 
technology like major network router manufacturers, UNIX 
based OS and the commercial software and hardware based 
firewall. 
V. APPLICATION PROXY FIREWALLS 
This firewall technology is does not allow the traffic 
directly between the networks through the node it has 
connected.  It will do by accepting the network traffic from the 
certain client application inside the internal network and will 
configure a different connection for the public network to the 
server. Therefore, the server cannot be easily accesses directly 
by any nodes from the internal network.  
 
A connection cannot be making and the services cannot be 
support if the use of the application is without the installation 
of the proxy code. However, it used for security reason by 
controlling the connection. Firewall system will discard all the 
connection that had badly or not properly configure.   
 
For example, I accessing the web, users will use Internet 
browser to connect to HTTP proxy firewall in the network by 
using port 80. Therefore, the web connection request will be 
control by the firewall system and redirect it to the requested 
web server. This is happens in very quickly to the users and it 
is done automatically by the proxy firewall. 
 
Following are the several applications that can support by 
proxy firewalls: - 
 
1. HTTP (Web) 
2. HTTPS/SSL (Secure Web) 
3. SMTP (email) 
4. POP3 (email) 
5. IMAP (email) 
6. NNTP (newsreaders) 
7. Telnet (Shell access) 
8. FTP (file transfer) 
9. IRC (Chat) 
 
The application proxy firewall can be configuring to allow 
any connection from the internal network. It also has feature 
for user authentication to allow certain users to make a 
connection. This is the level of the security’s access by 
restricting outgoing connections to the known users only.   
Therefore, it is as an attack will be launch from internal if the 
network is compromise.  
A. Advantages and Disadvantages 
Following is the advantages of using application proxy 
firewall: - 
1. It has a good control on the connections such as 
allowing or denying access to the server based on its 
IP address or based on IP address of the user that 
requesting the connection. 
 
2. It will restrict outgoing requests to the certain 
protocols and eliminate unnecessary services such as 
the setting of the firewall will allow HTTP requests 
but not FTP connection. By disable these services; it 
cannot be use as a platform to launch an attack. 
 
3. Most of the proxy firewall can be doing log in all 
their connections information such as source address, 
destination address and duration. It is important to 
track attacks and the unauthorized access inside the 
network.  
  
Following are disadvantages of using application proxy 
firewall: - 
 
1. The users must customize applications to a certain 
extent following the use of applications. As an 
example in used of web browsers, it support several 
of the proxy servers and its must be set up to have a 
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proxy connection. Other applications may have a 
different need of configuration. 
 
2. In some applications, its very not support the proxy 
firewall’s connection. Therefore, it is need refer to 
the documentation of the applications or its 
manufacturers. 
 
The proxy firewall technology has an extra of useful 
security to the network but it is still has a lack and cannot be a 
complete security solution.  
B. Sources of Application Proxy 
This type of firewall technology can be do by make built in 
into the existing firewall or use as a stand-alone system, which 
reside inside the network or DMZ location [11]. Normally, its 
location is between the internal network and Internet. 
 
Sources of the application proxy firewalls are include - 
1. Software packages that executing on exist systems. 
2. Many of network routers. 
3. UNIX based OS. 
 
VI. CONCLUSION 
Network’s security tool is the beginning with the 
something that can protect the internal network from the 
external accessing. So, firewall is a best perimeter defense, 
which it develops to provide the protection on the network’s 
traffic.  
 
Firewall system has involved in network’s environment 
over the years from the simple method with only packets 
filtering to the sophisticated packet inspectors which can decide 
to allow or block the traffic depending on the its purpose, 
sources and destinations [12]. A dynamic inspection packet 
method is the best technology among the others firewall’s 
technologies. It is a good or complete firewall system for 
network’s traffic protection. 
 
Lastly, the best of the best firewall system is not just 
depend on it’s methodology or technology but it also must 
have ability to provide a good logging and reporting features. 
With these features, the entire job, which had done by firewall 
system, and all the intrusion that happen in the computer 
network will be record and stay informed.  
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